
UK PM Rishi Sunak has arrived in Belfast on Tuesday morning for meetings with
politicians and business leaders to sell his post-Brexit trade deal for Northern
Ireland after a guarded response from the DUP. Sunak, along with European
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, launched the 'Windsor
framework' on Monday, hailing it as a new chapter and the start of a stronger
relationship between the two sides. This framework is designed to allow goods
to cross between NI and the rest of the UK more freely, whilst also keeping the
EU Single Market intact.
According to the Prime Minister yesterday, this new deal will cut down trade
bureaucracy and reduce the role of EU law and the European Court of Justice
in the North, as well as giving the region's assembly at Stormont a say over new
EU rules. 
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Equities: European risk assets have opened a little lower on Tuesday
morning after a slightly higher session on Wall Street last night and
mixed trade across Asia overnight. Comments have come out from
ECB's Philip Lane - stating that the central bank will not end rate hikes
until it is confident that inflation is heading back to 2%, and he also
stressed that the case for a 50bp move in March is solid.
While there are still earnings due from Europe in almost every sector
this week, inflation will likely be the main focus.
UK stock markets are between 0.25 - 0.5% weaker at the time of writing,
following the rest of the continent lower despite some positivity around
the EU - UK talks.
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Fixed income: The main US Treasury yields are flat on the week so far, with
the curve still heavily inverted - US 2yr yielding 4.81% and 10yr at 3.95%.
German bonds have traded to fresh lows across all durations - the country's
benchmark 10yr yield hitting 2.65% for the first time since 2011. Markets are
likely reacting to higher Eurozone inflation figures out earlier today, and
anticipating a strong result for the region as a whole this Thursday.

Currencies: The British pound rallied on Monday as speculation built
over the potential for an improved relationship between the EU and UK.
Naturally, currency markets had already priced in much of this rhetoric,
although sterling still did gain 0.9% vs the dollar and 0.4% against euro.
Similar to other asset classes in the region, Eurozone CPI inflation on
Thursday could be quite influential for all euro pairs going forward, as
market participants look to position ahead of the ECB on March 16th.

Economic data: This afternoon is set to be relatively quiet after some CPI
and GDP releases from across Europe earlier today. Importantly, Spain saw its
February CPI come in at 6.1% y/y (up from the previous 5.9%) this morning,
and France's CPI was 6.2% y/y (vs prior 6.0%). 
Earlier this afternoon we are due to get Canadian December GDP (forecast
flat), followed by a Consumer Confidence reading from the United States
which is expected to pick up slightly. Later today earnings results will be due
from Target Corp, Monster Beverages, Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank of Montreal,
Rivian, and HP. 
German CPI and a US Manufacturing PMI will come on Wednesday, as well as
fourth quarter numbers from Glanbia, Glenveagh Properties, Permanent TSB,
Persimmon, Salesforce, Lowe's, Datalex, and RBC.

28/02/2023 - US Consumer Confidence
01/03/2023 - German CPI
02/03/2023 - Eurozone CPI
02/03/2023 - Eurozone Unemployment Rate

Mortgages in Ireland

Dalata 

The latest set of figures from the Banking & Payments Federation of Ireland
(BPFI) show that nearly €16 billion worth of mortgages were approved in the
year to the end of January - this being the highest value of annualized
approvals since the BPFI began collecting records in 2011. Roughly 58,000
mortgages were approved within that time period, with a robust 3,697
approved in January alone (valued at c.€1 billion). 
Unsurprisingly, we saw first-timers account for over 51% of the 12-month
approvals, with mover purchasers at 23%. The level of home loans approved
last month increased by 1.7% m/m and 2.1% when compared with the same
month in 2022. Switching activity continues to climb - growing by 2.1% y/y in
volume terms and 4.6% in value.
To enquire about switching, or indeed any other mortgage related questions,
please contact john.finnamore@seasprayfs.ie

The Irish and UK-based Dalata Hotel Group has reported stronger results on
Tuesday morning - boasting a revenue figure of above half a billion for the first
time last year. This was "helped hugely by opening six new hotels last year, and
taking over our first hotel in Europe and our RevPAR on a like-for-like basis is
up 14% on 2019". Group RevPAR (revenue per available room) rose to €102.23
in 2022 from the prior €40.02, and up from the €93.43 seen in the pre-
pandemic 2019. Occupancy levels did however remain below pre-Covid levels,
despite increasing to 75.8% in 2022 from just 39.7%. 


